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The uncanny valley hypothesis (Mori, 1970) predicts differential experience of negative

and positive affect as a function of human likeness. Affective experience of humanlike

robots and computer-generated characters (avatars) dominates “uncanny” research, but

findings are inconsistent. Importantly, it is unknown how objects are actually perceived

along the hypothesis’ dimension of human likeness (DOH), defined in terms of human

physical similarity. To examine whether the DOH can also be defined in terms of effects

of categorical perception (CP), stimuli from morph continua with controlled differences in

physical human likeness between avatar and human faces as endpoints were presented.

Two behavioral studies found a sharp category boundary along the DOH and enhanced

visual discrimination (i.e., CP) of fine-grained differences between pairs of faces at the

category boundary. Discrimination was better for face pairs presenting category change

in the human-to-avatar than avatar-to-human direction along the DOH. To investigate brain

representation of physical change and category change along the DOH, an event-related

functional magnetic resonance imaging study used the same stimuli in a pair-repetition

priming paradigm. Bilateral mid-fusiform areas and a different right mid-fusiform area were

sensitive to physical change within the human and avatar categories, respectively, whereas

entirely different regions were sensitive to the human-to-avatar (caudate head, putamen,

thalamus, red nucleus) and avatar-to-human (hippocampus, amygdala, mid-insula) direction

of category change. These findings show that Mori’s DOH definition does not reflect sub-

jective perception of human likeness and suggest that future “uncanny” studies consider

CP and the DOH’s category structure in guiding experience of non-human objects.
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INTRODUCTION

The uncanny valley hypothesis (Mori, 1970) proposes that obser-

vation of a humanlike object (e.g., industrial robot, lifelike pros-

thetic hand, human corpse, doll, mannequin) can evoke positive

or negative feelings and cognitions (referred to here as valence)

depending on the object’s degree of physical similarity to human

appearance (for recent overviews, see, e.g., Pollick, 2009; MacDor-

man et al., 2009). Importantly, the relationship between valence

and human likeness is suggested to be non-linear. As illustrated

in Figure 1, valence increases positively with greater human like-

ness up to the point of relatively high realism at the first peak of

the curve along the dimension of human likeness (DOH). Positive

valence reflects the experience of emotional engagement with and

feelings of empathy for the humanlike object. At greater degrees

of realism, the observer encounters difficulty in distinguishing

an object from its natural human counterpart and experiences

personal discomfort. Mori characterizes this discomfort as an

uncanny feeling marked by a sense of strangeness, eeriness, and

disquiet that can extend to feelings of disgust and revulsion. This

uncanny feeling is reflected in a sharp negative peak or valley (i.e.,

uncanny valley) in the slope of the depicted valence–human like-

ness relationship. When an object’s appearance is so realistic that

it is perceived to be human the valence of associated affect and

cognition is thought to reach a second positive peak.

The hypothesis’ central prediction that individuals can feel

less emotionally engaged or even distracted by relatively real-

istic humanlike objects has been very influential in guiding

animators, video game designers, and roboticists in the design

of virtual characters (e.g., Fabri et al., 2004) and robots (e.g.,

Minato et al., 2006). This has lead to research into how char-

acters should be designed to avoid “falling” into the uncanny

valley (e.g., Walters et al., 2008; MacDorman et al., 2009) and

into tool development to aid such design decision making (Ho

and MacDorman, 2010). The idea of the uncanny valley has

also been used in empirical studies to account for unexpected

findings and negative responses of participants to the appear-

ance and behavior of avatars or robots (e.g., Aylett, 2004; Wages

et al., 2004; Yamamoto et al., 2009). In view of this interest, it

is noteworthy that Mori did not subject his working hypoth-

esis to empirical examination. In fact, research of the valence–

human likeness relationship is in its infancy, largely focusing on

the valence of subjective feelings and evaluations in response to

variously realistic non-human characters. But findings have been

inconsistent (e.g., Hanson, 2006; MacDorman, 2006; Tinwell and

Grimshaw, 2009; Tinwell et al., 2010), this being in part attribut-

able to the uncertainty surrounding Mori’s vague definition of the

valence dimension (e.g., Seyama and Nagayama, 2007; MacDor-

man et al., 2009). In contrast, the way in which human likeness
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FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the non-linear relationship between the

experience of negative and positive affect (valence) and perceived

human likeness. The otherwise positive relationship shows a sharp

negative peak (i.e., uncanny valley) at the level of realism at which subtle

differences in the appearance and behavior of a highly realistic yet

discernibly unnatural humanlike object is suggested to elicit a sense of

strangeness and personal discomfort (i.e., an uncanny feeling). Illustration

adapted from MacDorman (2005b).

along the DOH is actually perceived has not been scrutinized at

all.

While Mori defined the DOH in terms of a linear change in

the degree of physical humanlike similarity, we proposed that

the subjective perception of objects along the DOH might be

described differently, namely, in terms of the effects of categorical

perception (for CP see, e.g., Harnad, 1987). Applied to the DOH,

CP means that, irrespective of physical differences in humanlike

appearance, objects along the DOH are treated as conceptually

equivalent members of either the category “non-human” or the

category “human,” except at those levels of physical realism at the

boundary between these two categories. At this category boundary,

the available sensory evidence does not allow rapid and effort-

less discrimination of an object on the basis of the observer’s

category representations of non-human and human. Consistent

with this, ambiguity in discriminating a humanlike object from

its natural human counterpart lies at the heart of Mori’s hypoth-

esis, and, when no such ambiguity is experienced, Mori implicitly

assumes that the observer assigns his or her sensory impressions

of an object to the non-human or the human category. Impor-

tantly, the defining feature of CP is considered to be enhanced

discrimination of pairs of different stimuli that are perceptually

adjacent (along a dimension such as the DOH) but straddle oppo-

site sides of the category boundary (such as between the categories

human and non-human) and poorer discrimination of pairs of

different stimuli from within a given category (Pastore, 1987). In

other words, the ability to discriminate between physically differ-

ent stimuli might not be the same at all points along the DOH, with

enhanced sensitivity for objects closest to the category boundary

(for CP criteria, see, e.g., Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1970).

It is important to note that CP does not occur along any

human likeness dimension. Campbell et al. (1987) found CP

for faces of humans and cows but not humans and monkeys.

CP for the non-human and human categories along Mori’s

DOH has not been investigated. In fact, a prominent feature

of Mori’s hypothesis is that it does not consider the possibility

that objects assigned to the human category might also differ in

the degree of humanlike similarity along the DOH. Our inter-

est in understanding the categorical structure of the DOH is

based on the assumption that negatively valenced or uncanny

experience is likely to occur in association with categorization

ambiguity for stimuli at or closest to either side of the non-

human–human category boundary. For this, the human category

and the potential impact of CP on processing objects along the

full length of the DOH need to be first considered. The present

investigation focused therefore on the subjective perception of

human likeness rather than on valence in order to provide a

clear theoretical–psychological framework for further studies of

uncanny experience.

Two behavioral and one neuroimaging study was conducted.

The behavioral studies aimed to demonstrate that faces assigned

to the human category can also vary in humanlike appearance

along the DOH and to test the proposal that subjective per-

ception of human likeness along the DOH shows effects of CP.

To represent the DOH, linear continua of morphed faces were

generated using avatar and human faces as endpoints to cre-

ate a controlled transition of physical similarity between them.

Using stimuli drawn from these continua, the first study entailed

a forced choice classification task to determine the presence and

location of the avatar–human category boundary, and the second

used a perceptual discrimination task to determine the presence

and location of the discrimination boundary (i.e., the point of

enhanced perceptual discrimination) and to verify CP. The sub-

sequent neuroimaging study used functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) to investigate non-human–human category pro-

cessing in the brain. The first aim of this was to show that distinctly

different brain regions are responsive to processing the physical

similarity of faces along the DOH and to processing the DOH’s

discrete human and non-human categories. For this, we used a

pair-repetition priming paradigm (for reviews see, Grill-Spector

and Malach, 2001; Henson, 2003). This paradigm entailed the

presentation of stimulus trials, each comprising a pair of faces

(i.e., prime and target) displayed in quick succession, and the

measurement of the physiological BOLD response to the primed

targets as an indicator of neural activity. Repetition in the tar-

get of information presented in the prime has been shown to

induce neural adaptation (i.e., attenuation of neural activity) in

brain areas selectively responsive to processing the repeated infor-

mation (e.g., Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2006). This

neural adaptation effect and its regional localization have been

successfully used to disentangle regions responsive to physical

and category change (e.g., Rotshtein et al., 2005; Jiang et al.,

2007).

We focused in the fMRI study on category change, hypoth-

esizing that implicit processing of the discrete change in cat-

egory between our prime and target stimuli would modulate

neural activity in regions associated with category learning and
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categorization uncertainty, that is, basal ganglia, medial tempo-

ral lobe (MTL), thalamus, medial frontal gyrus, and the anterior

insula (e.g., Ashby and Maddox, 2005; Grinband et al., 2006; Li

et al., 2009; Fleming et al., 2010; Seger and Miller, 2010). Mori

focused in his informal description of the hypothesis on the situa-

tion in which a non-human object is initially mistaken for human.

The second aim of this fMRI study was to explore the possibil-

ity that the anticipated effects of category change in these brain

regions might be different depending on the actual direction of

category change between the stimuli used as prime and target,

that is, in the human-to-avatar direction along the DOH (i.e.,

human as prime and avatar as target) or the avatar-to-human

direction (i.e., avatar as prime and human as target). The basis for

this idea was that different brain regions (e.g., in the basal ganglia

and MTL) are known to be differentially modulated depending

on categorization experience with a given category (e.g., Poldrack

et al., 1999). Given the asymmetrical category knowledge of our

participants with human and novel non-human faces, we assumed

that this differential effect might similarly apply for category pro-

cessing along the DOH in individuals with little or no experience

of our non-human stimuli. Category-related processing of highly

realistic and potentially biologically salient humanlike faces might

also modulate neural responses in further regions specifically

associated with appraisal of affective valence (e.g., Vuilleumier,

2005) or processing under conditions of valence ambiguity (e.g.,

Herwig et al., 2007). We explored this, anticipating involvement

of regions commonly associated with affective processing, espe-

cially the amygdala (e.g., Herwig et al., 2007; Todorov and Engell,

2008).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS

Healthy male and female, consistently right-handed (Annett,1970)

adult volunteers with no record of neurological or psychiatric ill-

ness and no current medication use volunteered for one of the

three studies. All participants were students of the University of

Zurich, native speakers of Swiss-German or Standard German,

reported having no explicit experience with avatars such as those

used in video games, virtual role playing games, or second life, and

had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed con-

sent was obtained before participation according to the guidelines

of the Declaration of Helsinki. Each volunteer received 20 Swiss

Francs for participation. The study and all procedures and consent

forms were approved by the Ethics Committee of the University

of Zurich.

STIMULI

Avatar–human morph continua were generated to represent

Mori’s DOH. The selected stimuli for use as endpoints in the

morphing procedure were 32 photographic images of unknown

people and 32 facial images of avatars, together forming 32 morph

continua (see Figure 2B). All faces were male, presented with full

face, frontal view, and neutral expression. The avatars were gen-

erated with the modeling suite Poser 7 (Smith Micro Software)1,

1http://www.smithmicro.com

FIGURE 2 | Results of the forced choice classification task (A) and

example of a morph continuum (B). Mean percentage of responses

(across 25 participants) in the forced choice classification task (A), showing

the grand average of the response data (dashed black line), the fitted

logistic response curve (solid blue line), and the estimated mean category

boundary value (blue dashed line) over all continua. Results indicate a

step-like response function consistent with the presence of a category

boundary. Example of a morph continuum (B) with 13 levels from M0 to

M12. The relative degree of linear physical transition between the avatar

(eg., 100 % A) and human (eg., 0 % H) endpoints of morphs M0 and M4

(avatar category) and M8 and M12 (human category) are shown as

percentages. The controlled physical dissimilarity of M0, M4, M8, and M12

was 33% along the continuum. These morphs were used in the

subsequent perceptual discrimination task and fMRI study.

which permits considerable texture detail and control over the

facial mesh. The facial geometry and texture of the avatars were

modeled (age and configural cues) to closely match the human

counterpart to minimize perception of biological motion during

quick successive presentation of faces (e.g., Schultz and Pilz, 2009).

The images were edited in Adobe Photoshop CS3, masking exter-

nal features with an elliptic form and black background (72 dpi and

560 × 650 pixels). Contrast levels, overall brightness, and skin tone

of each pair of color images of faces used as the endpoints of each

continuum were adjusted to match before morphing. Morpher

3.3 (Zealsoft Inc., Eden Prairie, MN, USA) was used to generate

the linear morph continua. Each continuum comprised 13 dif-

ferent morphed images. These images or morphs were labeled

M0 (beginning with the avatar endpoint) through to M12 (at

the human endpoint), each morph representing a difference in

physical appearance at increments of 8.33%.

All morphs (i.e., M0–M12) were presented in the forced choice

classification task of study 1. As described in the following, only

those morphs representing increments of 33.33% in physical dif-

ference along each continuum (i.e., M0, M4, M8, M12) were used
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for the subsequent perceptual discrimination task of study 2 and

the target monitoring task in the (fMRI) study 3.

STUDY 1: FORCED CHOICE CLASSIFICATION TASK

A two-alternative forced choice classification task was conducted

to determine the presence of a sigmoid shaped response function

along the avatar–human morph continua. This response function

is considered to indicate a category boundary (Harnad, 1987).

Participants

N = 25 volunteers (13 female, mean age 21.8 years; range 19–

28 years) participated.

Materials and Procedure

All participants were tested individually. Each participant received

written instructions presented on the screen before commence-

ment of the experiment. A practice pre-test of five trials using

stimuli from continua not included in the main test was then per-

formed to ensure that the instructions had been understood. It

was again ensured that participants understood the meaning of

the word avatar. All morph stimuli were presented individually in

random order for a total presentation of 416 trials. Each trial began

with the presentation of a fixation point for 500 ms (participants

were required to maintain fixation), followed by a morph image

for 750 ms. The participant was asked to identify the stimulus as

either an avatar or human as quickly and precisely as possible by

pressing one of two response keys. A black screen with fixation

point remained after morph image presentation until the partici-

pant pressed a key,after which a blank black screen without fixation

cross remained for 1500 ms until the next trial began. The task was

conducted in a sound attenuated and light-dimmed room, and

morph stimuli were presented on a LCD monitor (1280 × 1024

resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate, at eye-to-monitor viewing distance

of 62 cm), using Presentation® software (Version 14.1)2.

Analyses

The classification data were summarized by the shape of the

avatar–human classification curve as described by the slope of

the response function. The slope was determined by fitting logis-

tic function models to the response data of each participant and

continuum, and the parameter estimates were derived. Individual

continua were analyzed across participants to ensure best fit of

logistic functions, these reflecting a step-like shape in the avatar–

human classification curve and thus a categorical component

(Harnad, 1987). To test for a step-like shape across all continua,

the derived parameter estimates for the logistic function of each

continuum, averaged across participants, were tested against zero

in a one-sample t -test. This and the average boundary value (i.e.,

the morph position associated with greatest decision uncertainty)

of the fitted logistic curves are reported. SPSS 16 was used for data

analysis.

STUDY 2: PERCEPTUAL DISCRIMINATION TASK

A variant of the same-different discrimination task (e.g., Angeli

et al., 2008) was performed to determine CP along the morph

2www.neurobs.com

continua. Participants judged whether the presented faces of a

face pair were both the same or different in appearance. Greater

performance accuracy in “different” judgments for face pairs that

are perceptually adjacent (and therefore physically different along

the avatar–human continua) but straddle opposite sides of a cat-

egory boundary (as determined in the preceding task) is taken as

evidence of CP (Pastore, 1987).

Participants

N = 20 participants (nine female, mean age 25.1 years; range

18–30 years) were tested.

Materials and Procedure

The choice of continua for use in this task was determined on the

basis of the results (see Forced Choice Classification) of the pre-

ceding forced choice classification task. Four morphs M0 and M4

(categorized as avatars) and M8 and M12 (categorized as human)

were selected from each of the continua (see Figure 2B), with M4

and M8 straddling the category boundary. M0, M4, M8, and M12

represent increments of 33% along the length of each continuum

to ensuring control of physical dissimilarity.

For the perceptual discrimination task, stimulus trials were pre-

sented that each comprised a pair of faces (see Figure 3). The

first face of a face pair was either an avatar or a human. Trials

in which the first face was an avatar are referred to as “avatar”

trials (see Figure 3C) and those in which a human face was pre-

sented first are referred to as “human” trials (see Figure 3D). In

the avatar trials, the first face was always the avatar morph M4,

and the first face in the human trials was always the human morph

M8. The choice of the second face of each face pair was deter-

mined according to three different face pair conditions: “within”

category face pairs (both faces drawn from within a category),

“between” category face pairs (first and second face morphs lying

either side of the category boundary), and the “same” stimulus

face pairs (faces of a pair are identical). In the within cate-

gory condition, the second face was morph M0 for avatar trials

and M12 for human trials. In the between category condition,

the second face was morph M8 for avatar trials and M4 for

human trials. In the “same” stimulus condition, M4 was used

as the first and second face for avatar trials and M8 as the first

and second face for human trials. Based on these conditions,

the presentation of face pairs was therefore as follows: Avatar

trials comprised the face pair morphs M4–M0 for the within,

M4–M4 for the same, and M4–M8 for the between conditions,

and humans trials comprised the face pair morphs M8–M12 for

the within, M8–M8 for the same, and M8–M4 for the between

conditions.

Both faces of each face pair were always drawn from the same

continuum in which they were originally morphed. The presen-

tation of face pairs was pseudo-randomized so that no trials of

face pairs from within the same continuum were shown in close

sequence. The presentation of avatar or human trials from a given

continuum was determined randomly but counterbalanced across

all participants in such a way as to ensure that each participant

viewed either avatar or human trials from any given continuum,

and that in total an equal number of avatar or human trials were

viewed. Each face of a face pair was presented for 500 ms with
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FIGURE 3 | Results of the perceptual discrimination task (A,C) and

example of stimulus conditions (B,D). The three different stimulus

conditions for pairs of faces presented in the perceptual discrimination task

and the fMRI study are shown (B,D): the faces of a pair were drawn from the

within the same category (“within”), were identical (“same”), or showed

category change by straddling opposite sides of the category boundary

(“between”). In the perceptual discrimination task, same-different judgments

were made according to whether faces were the same or different in physical

appearance. Morphs M0, M4, and M8 were used for analysis of avatar trials

(B) and M4, M8, and M12 for human trials (D): the first face in (B) is always

M4 and in (D) always M8. The upper panels show the proportion of

“different” responses for avatar (A) and human (C) trials across 20

participants. Controlling for relative distance of morphs along the continua,

results show better discrimination accuracy for face pairs that crossed the

category boundary (as determined in the forced choice classification task)

than for pairs drawn from the same (avatar or human) side of the boundary,

thus demonstrating categorical perception along our continua of human

likeness for avatar and human faces.

an inter stimulus interval (ISI) of either 75 or 300 ms between

the faces of a pair. This was to determine whether ISI duration

would differentially impact judgments (see, e.g., Rotshtein et al.,

2005). Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 2,500 ms between

trials of face pairs. Please note that these features of the experi-

mental design of stimulus presentation were also carried over to

the fMRI investigation of Study 3 (and are therefore not described

again in the Materials and Procedure of Study 3). This experimen-

tal design allowed within category effects for faces from the avatar

category and for faces from the human category to be examined,

and the effects of category change between face pairs comprising an

avatar and a human face to be examined in both directions along

the DOH, that is, in the avatar-to-human and human-to-avatar

directions.

The task was conducted in a sound attenuated and light-

dimmed room, and morph stimuli were presented on a LCD

monitor (1280 × 1024 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate, at eye-to-

monitor viewing distance of 62 cm), using Presentation® software

(Version 14.1, see text footnote 2)

Analyses

To examine discrimination accuracy for face pairs that crossed the

category boundary compared with face pairs from the same side of

the boundary, the “different” responses (indicating the judgment

that both faces of a pair were of different physical appearance)

were computed as proportions of the total number of face tri-

als and subjected to 3 × 2 ANOVA, with 3 face-pair conditions

(within, between, same) and 2 ISI (short and long). The data for

avatar trials and human trials were treated separately in analysis.

Greenhouse–Geisser adjustment was applied to correct the degrees

of freedom whenever the assumption of sphericity was violated.

SPSS 16 was used for data analysis.

STUDY 3: TARGET MONITORING TASK AND FMRI

Participants

N = 22 volunteers (10 female; mean age, 21.9 years; range, 19–

27 years) participated in the fMRI study.

Materials and Procedure

A pair-repetition paradigm with a target monitoring task was

applied. The stimulus conditions (i.e., the morph stimuli for the

face pairs in the within, same and between conditions in the avatar

and human trials, and the presentation times for the stimuli, ISI,

and SOA) were the same as described in the preceding perceptual

discrimination task.

The target monitoring task required participants to press a

response button upon detection of one of four possible up-turned

rare target faces (M0, M4, M8, or M12) selected at random from

an unused morph continuum. This was to ensure attention of the

participants to the stimuli of interest. This task requires no explicit

judgments of human or avatar category or physical similarity of

faces, thus eliminating the confounding effects on BOLD signal

modulation by motor response requirements (Henson, 2003). Dif-

ferential attention to prime and target was avoided in that the

up-turned target face was presented as the first or second face of a

face pair trial. There were 192 trials of face pairs, 15% of this trial

number being in addition rare target faces and 25% in addition

null events with fixation cross but no face stimuli. Participants were

required to maintain fixation. Each scanning session consisted of

two experimental runs. The visual stimuli were presented using
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the “VisuaStim – Digital” MRI-compatible head-mounted display

(Resonance Technology Inc.), with a visual mono display, resolu-

tion of 800 × 600, and 30˚ field of view. The total scanning time

was approximately 26 min.

fMRI data acquisition

Structural and functional images were acquired using a

3-T whole-body MR unit (Philips Medical Systems, Best,

The Netherlands) and eight-channel Philips SENSE head

coil. Structural images of the entire brain were registered

using a T1-weighted three-dimensional, spoiled gradient

echo pulse sequence (180 slices, TR = 20 ms, TE = 2.3 ms,

flip angle = 20˚, FOV = 220 mm × 220 mm × 135 mm, matrix

size = 224 × 187, voxel size = 0.98 mm × 1.18 mm × 0.75 mm,

resliced to 0.86 mm × 0.86 mm × 0.75 mm). Functional images

were acquired from 225 whole-head scans per run using a Sen-

sitivity Encoded (SENSE; Pruessmann et al., 1999) single-shot

echo planar imaging technique (repetition time, TR = 2.6 s; echo

time, TE = 35 ms; field of view = 220 mm × 220 mm × 132 mm;

flip angle = 78˚; matrix size = 80 × 80; voxel size = 2.75 mm ×

2.75 mm × 4 mm, resliced to 1.72 mm × 1.72 mm × 4 mm). Sus-

ceptibility artifacts in temporal cortices were reduced by adjusting

the slice tilt to 30˚ from the transverse plane (Weiskopf et al., 2007).

Three dummy scans at the beginning of each run were acquired

and discarded in order to establish a steady state in T1 relaxation

for all functional scans.

fMRI data analysis

Preprocessing and MRI data analysis were performed using MAT-

LAB 2006b (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and the SPM5

software package3. All images were realigned to the first recorded

volume, normalized into standard stereotactical space (using the

EPI-template provided by the Montreal Neurological Institute,

MNI brain), resliced to 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm voxel size and

smoothed using a 6-mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian

kernel. Activated voxels were identified by a general linear model

(Friston et al., 1995) implemented in SPM5. High-pass filtering

(cut-off 128 s) was applied to the time series. For each subject,

the fMRI responses were modeled with a design matrix using the

onset of the second face of each face-pair in each of the six face pair

conditions (i.e., within, same, and between for avatar and human

trials) and the onset of the target events (for target monitoring)

as regressors convolved with SPM’s standard canonical hemo-

dynamic response function (HRF). The parameter estimates of

the HRF for each regressor were calculated for each voxel, and

linear contrasts were computed for each subject (Friston et al.,

1995). These contrasts were entered into a second-level model.

All contrast images were first smoothed using a 8-mm FWHM

Gaussian kernel to allow inter-subject localization differences to

be accounted for, with a final estimated overall smoothing of

10 mm FWHM [(6∧2 + 8∧2)∧(1/2)]. One-sample random effects

t -statistics across subjects was performed to allow for population

inferences.

3http://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm

The pair-repetition paradigm used the same face pairs and

face-pair conditions as described for the preceding perceptual dis-

crimination task. Briefly, the “within,” “same,” and “between” face

pair conditions used the face pair morphs M4–M0 (i.e., within),

M4–M4 (i.e., same), and M4–M8 (i.e., between) in the avatar tri-

als and M8–M12 (i.e., within), M8–M8 (i.e., same), and M8–M4

(i.e., between) in the human trials (see Figure 3B). Contrasts were

defined on the basis of these face-pair conditions in order to iden-

tify brain regions sensitive to physical and category-related change

between the presented prime and target stimuli. The rationale

behind this is that (further to the description in the introduc-

tion) the neural adaptation effect (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001)

evokes a smaller BOLD signal in response to the second of a pair

of identical stimuli than to the second of a pair of dissimilar stim-

uli. As the targets in the same, within, and between conditions

represent dissimilar points along the DOH in terms of physical

attributes and/or category, relative differences in signal decrease

between the face-pair conditions permits localization of neuron

populations responsive to change in physical attributes and/or

category along the DOH (see e.g., Murray and Wojciulik, 2004;

Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2009). As the prime was

always M4 in avatar and M8 in human trials, the following con-

trasts refer to the targets of each face pair condition in the avatar

(M0, M4, M8) and human trials (M12, M8, M4). Sensitivity to

physical change was detected using the contrast of conditions

M0 (i.e., within) plus M8 (i.e., between) > M4 (i.e., same) for

avatar trials and M12 (i.e., within) plus M4 (i.e., between) > M8

(i.e., same) for human trials. To detect brain regions selectively

responsive to category change across the boundary in the direc-

tion avatar-to-human and human-to-avatar, the contrasts M8 (i.e.,

between) > M4 (i.e., same) plus M0 (i.e., within) for avatar trials

and M4 (i.e., between) > M8 (i.e., same) plus M12 (i.e., within)

for human trials were used.

Whole-brain voxel-wise analyses was performed. In examining

the sensitivity of brain regions to variation in physical attributes,

we expected and focused on activations in bilateral regions of

the mid-fusiform gyrus (e.g., Jiang et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009),

but for purposes of comparison with other studies (e.g., Rot-

shtein et al., 2005) all voxels are reported that survived significance

thresholding at p < 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons

with a spatial extent threshold of k = 5 voxels.

The hypothesized regions of interest (ROIs) sensitive to cate-

gory change are described in the introduction. The exploration of

further regions associated with affective processing and affective

ambiguity focused on the amygdala. Because of this dual approach

with predefined ROIs and exploration of additional regions, all

clusters of voxels (k = 20 voxels) responsive to category change that

survived a threshold of p < 0.005 (uncorrected) are reported and

discussed. The more lenient threshold (but more stringent level of

contiguous voxels) reflected the exploratory interest in reducing

type-2 errors (e.g., Wager et al., 2003; Phelps et al., 2008) cou-

pled with the view that hemodynamic responses in sub-cortical

structures of the affect processing network are considered more

difficult to detect (e.g., Phelps, 2004; Etkin et al., 2006; Herwig

et al., 2007). But, those voxels surviving significance thresholding

at p < 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons with a spatial
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extent threshold of k = 20 voxels, are also reported in the Section

“Results.”

RESULTS

FORCED CHOICE CLASSIFICATION

The logistic slope value of the fitted regression curve of each indi-

vidual continuum was highly significant at p > 0.001. Given the

large number of values for all continua, we report the test of

this response function across all continua and against zero in a

one-sample t -test. This showed that the response function has

a highly significant logistic component (t 31 = 29.28, p > 0.001)

reflecting a sigmoid step-like function consistent with the pres-

ence of a category boundary (Harnad, 1987). The grand mean (see

Figure 2A) of the fitted logistic curves (and of the response data)

across continua shows the sigmoid shaped curve with lower and

upper asymptotes of avatar or human categorization responses

(as percentages of “different” responses) nearing 100% for avatars

and 100% for humans, respectively. Across continua, the mean

category boundary value (M = 6.30, SD = 0.85) corresponds with

morph M6 (i.e., the midpoint along the morph continua). This

value is derived from the fitted logistic curve and the ordinate

midpoint between the lower and upper asymptotes of the cat-

egorization responses, indicating therefore that the maximum

uncertainty of 50% in categorization judgments was associated

with the morph M6.

Morphs M0, M4, M8, and M12 were selected for presentation

in the subsequent two studies. The mean percentage of avatar or

human identifications across all continua (reported here in terms

of the response “human”, as shown in Figure 2A) for the morphs

M0, M4, M8, and M12 was 2.25 (SD = 2.5), 10.25 (SD = 4.8), 89.27

(SD = 8.4), 98 (SD = 2.9), respectively (see Figure 2B).

In the interest of gaining an overall picture of categorization

response times (RT) along the DOH, an RM-ANOVA with factors

continuum (32 continua) × morph position (13 levels) and RT as

dependent variable was conducted. The analysis revealed no effect

for continuum, but there was a main effect for morph position,

F(2.75, 66.01) = 27.04, p < 0.001. Consistent with the preceding

result of maximum uncertainty in decision responses at morph

M6, the mean RT across participants indicated longest RTs for

M6. To characterize this more clearly, the mean RT values at M6

were compared with the mean RT values at all other morph posi-

tions. A one-way RM-ANOVA analysis with morph position (two

levels: M6 versus all other morphs) and RT in seconds as depen-

dent variable collapsed across continua showed that RT for M6

(M = 1.42, SD = 0.26) differed highly significantly from RT for the

other morph positions (M = 0.99, SD = 0.46), F(1,24) = 62.04,

p < 0.001.

As the morphs M0, M4, M8, and M12 were to be used in the sub-

sequent two studies, we tested also for differences in RT between

these morphs. A one-way RM-ANOVA analysis with morph posi-

tion (four levels: M0, M4, M8, and M12) and RT as dependent

variable collapsed across continua was conducted. The analy-

sis revealed an effect for morph position, F(1.77, 41.32) = 19.19,

p < 0.001. Tests of planned within-subject contrasts showed sig-

nificant differences in RT within each category such that RT for

M0 (M = 0.67 s, SD = 0.27) was shorter than for M4 (M = 1.05 s,

SD = 0.71) [F(1.24) = 48.2 p < 0.001] and RT for M12 (M = 0.91,

SD = 0.56) was shorter than RT for M8 (M = 1.19 s, SD = 0.56)

[F(1.24) = 17.2 p < 0.001], thus indicating quicker responses for

morphs at either end of the continua than for the morphs M4

and M8 that straddled the category boundary. But, there was no

significant difference in RT between M4 and M8.

PERCEPTUAL DISCRIMINATION TASK

Avatar trials

For the“avatar”trials (see Figure 3A), the ANOVA analyses showed

a significant main effect on discrimination accuracy of face pair

condition, that is, within, same, and between [F(2,38) = 149.74,

p < 0.001] and of ISI [F(1,19) = 10.28, p = 0.006]. The ISI effect

appears to reflect a general bias irrespective of face pair condi-

tion toward more “different” responses in the short ISI condition

than in the long ISI condition. Pre-planned tests of within-subject

contrasts revealed that face pairs that crossed the category bound-

ary (“between” trial type) were significantly more often indi-

cated as different than were those pairs from within a category

[F(1,19) = 142.89, p < 0.001]. There was also a significant effect of

discrimination accuracy within the avatar category because pairs

from within a category (i.e., “within” trial type) were more fre-

quently indicated to be different than those pairs of the “same”

trial type, F(1,19) = 6,09, p < 0.026.

Human trials

Similarly, for the “human” trials (see Figure 3B), the ANOVA

analyses showed a significant effect on discrimination accuracy

of face pair condition [F(2,38) = 876.46, p < 0.001] but no effect

of ISI. Pre-planned tests of within-subject contrasts revealed that

face pairs that crossed the category boundary (“between” trial

type) were significantly more often indicated as different than

were those pairs from within a category (“within” trial type),

F(1,19) = 932.03, p < 0.001. There was also an effect of dis-

crimination accuracy within the human category because pairs

from within a category were significantly more frequently indi-

cated to be different than those pairs of the “same” trial type,

F(1,19) = 478.52, p = 0.28.

In summary, the results demonstrate that processes of CP are

very likely to influence processing of objects along the DOH. The

effect shown in this task was one of better discrimination accuracy

for pairs that crossed the category boundary than for equidistant

pairs drawn from within a category on one or other side of the

boundary, this effect applying similarly for both avatar and human

trials.

TARGET MONITORING TASK AND EVENT-RELATED FMRI

On this basis of the perceptual discrimination task, brain activity

was expected to be differentially affected by the within and between

category conditions. The ISI condition (short versus long) of the

perceptual discrimination task was also carried over to the fMRI

study.

Sensitivity to physical change

To detect brain regions sensitive to differences in physical features,

face pairs in which there was a change in physical features between

prime and target were compared with those face pairs in which

there was no change in physical features (see Table 1).
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Avatar trials. The contrast “within plus between versus same”

was applied to face pairs in which an avatar was the prime, and

this revealed right-lateralized increased activations in the fusiform

gyrus (BA37) as shown in Figure 4A, superior temporal gyrus

(BA22), and middle frontal gyrus (BA6). No differences between

short and long ISI were found.

Human trials. Similarly, the contrast “within plus between ver-

sus same” for face pairs in which a human was the prime revealed

modulation of activation bilaterally in the fusiform gyrus (BA37)

as shown in Figure 4B, left precuneus (BA4), right mid-cingulum

(BA32), and left insula (BA13). No differences between short and

long ISI were found.

Sensitivity to category change

To detect brain regions selectively responsive to category change

across the boundary in the avatar-to-human and human-to-avatar

directions along the continuum, face pairs in which there was a

change in category between prime and target were compared with

the conditions in which there was no such change in category (see

Table 2).

Avatar-to-human direction along DOH. For the avatar-to-

human direction, the contrast “between versus same plus within”

was applied to face pairs in which an avatar was the prime. This

showed (at p < 0.005) a large cluster that included the left hip-

pocampus (BA28), entorhinal area (BA34), perirhinal area (BA35),

and amygdala, and a further cluster in the right mid-insula (BA13)

(see Figure 5A). The activation in the left hippocampus (BA28)

was found also at the higher significance threshold of p < 0.001

[max t value 4.12 (k = 12) at −24, −14, −14]. No differences

between short and long ISI were found.

Human-to-avatar direction along DOH. To establish the pattern

of activation associated with brain regions sensitive to crossing the

category boundary in the direction of human-to-avatar, the same

contrast (“between versus same plus within”) was applied for face

pairs in which a human was the prime. This showed a different

pattern of brain areas sensitive to category change (at p < 0.005),

including left and right putamen, left caudate head, right lateral

posterior nucleus of thalamus, and left red nucleus (see Figure 5B).

Both the right thalamus (lateral posterior nucleus) [max t value

3.88 (k = 13) at 14, −22, 12], left caudate head [max t value 3.62

(k = 5) at 12, 14, −6] and left putamen [max t value 3.88 (k = 5)

at −20, 6, 14] were found also at the higher significance thresh-

old of p < 0.001. No differences between short and long ISI were

found.

Table 1 | Brain areas sensitive to physical change.

Change in physical qualities versus no change in physical qualities:

Region of activation BA L/R x y z Max t value No. of voxels

AVATAR

Fusiform gyrus 37 R 38 −36 −30 4.01 8

Superior temporal gyrus 22 R 50 −60 14 4.85 16

Middle frontal gyrus 6 R 36 −2 42 4.24 6

HUMAN

Cerebellum R 42 −58 −26 4.01 31

˚Fusiform gyrus 37 R 42 −52 −18 3.84

Fusiform gyrus 37 L −46 −58 −18 3.75 5

Precuneus 4 L −14 −42 58 5.73 33

Mid-cingulate cortex 32 R 10 18 38 4.70 31

Insula 13 L −38 20 8 4.01 5

Coordinates in MNI space and maximum t values are shown for local voxel maxima in each cluster (SPM{t} maps thresholded at p < 0.001 uncorrected for multiple

comparisons, with a cluster extent threshold of 5 voxels). ˚, Subpeaks of a cluster; BA, approximate Brodmann area; L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere; MNI

voxel coordinates; listed brain regions exceeding p (uncorr.) < 0.001.

FIGURE 4 | Effects of physical change on hemodynamic activity during observation of avatar (A) and human (B) trials.
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Table 2 | Brain areas sensitive to category change.

Change in category versus no change in category

Region of activation BA L/R x y z Max t value No. of voxels

AVATAR PRIME AND HUMANTARGET

Hippocampus/entorhinal area 28/34 L −24 −14 −14 4.12 97

˚Perirhinal cortex 35 L −22 −26 −16 3.45

˚Amygdala L −20 −8 20 3.12

Mid-insula 13 R 40 −5 16 3.54 29

HUMAN PRIME AND AVATARTARGET

Putamen L 20 6 14 3.88 31

Thalamus/lateral posterior nucleus R 14 −22 12 3.86 54

Caudate head R 12 14 −6 3.62 23

Red nucleus R −6 −16 −6 3.36 24

Coordinates in MNI space and maximum t values are shown for local voxel maxima in each cluster (SPM{t} maps thresholded at p < 0.005 uncorrected for multiple

comparisons, with a cluster extent threshold of 20 voxels). ˚, Subpeaks of a cluster; BA, approximate Brodmann area; L, left hemisphere; R, right hemisphere; MNI

voxel coordinates; listed brain regions exceeding p (uncorr.) < 0.005.

FIGURE 5 | Effects of category change in the avatar-to-human direction (A) and human-to-avatar direction (B) along continua of human likeness.

DISCUSSION

The forced choice classification task showed that faces drawn from

continua representing the DOH are subjectively assigned to the

discrete avatar and human categories. Because morphed faces are

computer-generated and modeled, Seyama and Nagayama (2009)

suggest that they are artificial and might therefore be processed dif-

ferently than are natural human faces. But this view does not apply

for the outcome of our perceptual category judgments: Morph

stimuli regarded as artificial in a technical sense can be explicitly

judged to be human. Importantly, the faces assigned to the human

category were drawn from different points along the morph con-

tinua, thus demonstrating that there is variation in humanlike

appearance within the human category. Mori did not consider

this in his hypothesis, focusing instead on the wide variation of

potential physical forms of non-human objects along the DOH as

often found in uncanny research (e.g., Minato et al., 2006; Walters

et al., 2008). Ramey (2005) reflects that these objects are typically

designed and modeled after the human image. The implication

of this design and research approach to the uncanny valley is that

the human image is often treated as a general point of reference

irrespective of the fact, as shown in the present study, that there

are differences in human likeness within the human category.

Mori was particularly concerned with the threshold between

non-human and human object perception and associated uncer-

tainty and discomfort. Defining the non-human–human category

boundary is therefore critical to examining Mori’s hypothesis.
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The classification response function of all our continua showed

a sigmoid shape consistent with the presence of an avatar–human

category boundary (Harnad, 1987). The reaction time data indi-

cated significant increases in and a similar degree of decision

uncertainty for morphs close to each side of the category bound-

ary. One could reframe Mori’s hypothesis in terms of category

processing and suggest that any personal discomfort associated

with processing human likeness is most likely to occur in response

to stimuli at or near the category boundary where there is greatest

categorization ambiguity. It is possible that this prediction applies

to stimuli either side of the avatar–human category boundary. This

awaits investigation.

The perceptual discrimination task showed that a pair of faces

located either side of the avatar–human category boundary is eas-

ier to distinguish than a pair of faces (with the same degree of

physical difference along the DOH) drawn from within a category,

thus indicating CP for the DOH. In other words, the cognitive

representation of the category structure of the DOH influences

the observer’s sensitivity for perceptual information relating to

human likeness. Evidently, this sensitivity is greatest at or near

to the threshold of non-human and human object perception

at which small changes in realism (i.e., concerning human or

non-human-specifying perceptual features) might evoke uncer-

tainty and discomfort. Taken together, these behavioral findings

demonstrate that the DOH may be defined both in terms of a

gradual change in the degree of physical humanlike similarity, as

described by Mori, as well as in terms of the effects of CP and

the dimension’s underlying category structure, as proposed in this

investigation.

The stimulus conditions described by Mori (i.e., observing

novel non-human objects subtly different in physical appearance

from that of the human counterpart) were simulated within the

constraints of fMRI methodology. The imaging data confirmed

that different regions of the brain are responsive to processing

change in physical humanlike similarity and processing change in

category along the DOH. We consider the findings for physical

change first.

The right and left mid-fusiform areas were sensitive to fine-

grained change in physical human likeness for human trials and a

different right mid-fusiform area was sensitive to physical change

for avatar trials. This is consistent with reports in other studies

of sensitivity in these areas to facial physical similarity (Xu et al.,

2009), to similarity of facial geometry (Jiang et al., 2006, 2009)

and to similarity of surface properties of facial texture (e.g., Jiang

et al., 2006). Our fMRI data give no indication as to the rela-

tive importance of shape and texture in processing faces along the

DOH (for face recognition see, e.g., O’Toole et al., 1999; Jiang et al.,

2006; Russell et al., 2007). But participants consistently reported

attending to the skin texture of avatars in the forced choice clas-

sification task. Surface cues are an important diagnostic aid for

judging human likeness (MacDorman et al., 2009) and for distin-

guishing synthetic and natural objects and faces (e.g., Biederman

and Ju, 1998; Russell and Sinha, 2007), especially when the objects

are highly similar in structure (Price and Humphreys, 1989). The

reported attention to skin texture may reflect greater difficulty with

or preferential use of specific facial information for forced choice

classification of avatars, but this is not clear. As performance in

visual discriminations of facial surface properties and shape does

depend on experience (Vuong et al., 2005; Balas and Nelson, 2010),

there should at least be differences between the processing of per-

ceptual features of human and novel avatar faces. An additional

analysis comparing the avatar and human “within” conditions in

our perceptual discrimination task supports this: Fine visual dis-

crimination of avatars was less accurate than that of human faces,

F(1,19) = 6,31, p = 0.02. Whether and how the relative impor-

tance of structural and textural information changes along the

course of the DOH has not been investigated (but see MacDorman

et al., 2009).

A change in the category of sequentially presented faces (i.e.,

prime and target of paired faces) was found to evoke modulations

of neural activity in brain regions previously associated with cat-

egory learning and category uncertainty. The pattern of regions

was entirely different depending on whether the target was an

avatar in the human–avatar pairs or human in the avatar–human

pairs. This shows that the direction of change along the DOH does

influence the way in which humanlike faces are processed, at least

within our paradigm. The dorsal and ventral striatum (putamen

and head of caudate), thalamus, and red nucleus were responsive

to the avatar target and the MTL (hippocampus, entorhinal, and

perirhinal areas), mid-insula, and amygdala were responsive to the

human target.

The results for the striatum and MTL were the most promi-

nent. These regions are thought to have different roles in and an

antagonistic relationship during category processing and learn-

ing (e.g., Seger and Cincotta, 2005; for overview see Poldrack

and Rodriguez, 2004). For example, relative activity in the MTL

memory system subsides and that of the striatal memory sys-

tem increases during categorization training (Poldrack et al., 1999,

2001). Alternatively, these and other memory systems (e.g., Pol-

drack and Foerde, 2008) might actually work in concert during

category processing (Cincotta and Seger, 2007). Irrespective of

their possible interplay, the differential response of these regions

to the direction of category change between prime and target

(i.e., human–avatar or avatar–human) suggests that the avatar

and human faces represent different categorization problems

that require, at least in part, dissimilar processes or strategies

to resolve them. There is some support for this in the behav-

ioral data from the perceptual discrimination task. An addi-

tional analysis compared the avatar and human “between” con-

ditions and found a significantly higher proportion of judgment

errors [F(1,19) = 8,69, p < 0.01] for avatar–human pairs than for

human–avatar pairs.

In the pair-repetition paradigm, processing of the target stim-

ulus is biased by the implicit memory of the preceding prime that

represents a different “expected” or “predicted” category than is

actually shown in the target. The caudate head (responsive to

avatar targets) is sensitive to prediction error in various tasks

(e.g., O’Doherty et al., 2003; King-Casas et al., 2005; Bray and

O’Doherty, 2007; Jensen et al., 2007). Besides contributing to

learning stimulus–category associations (Seger and Cincotta,2005,

2006) and selecting and executing motor responses for signal-

ing category membership (Williams and Eskandar, 2006; Seger

et al., 2010), the putamen (also responsive to avatar targets) is

associated with processing prediction error (den Ouden et al.,
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2010). It is possible that these striatal regions contribute to pro-

cessing the deviation of the novel avatar target from the human

prime and do so on the basis of the prime and well defined cat-

egory representations of human faces. If this is true, one would

expect the “between” condition of the perceptual discrimination

task to be easier for the human–avatar pairs than for the avatar–

human pairs for which corresponding category representations

are less well defined. The preceding additional analysis of the

“between” condition supports this. Predictive processing has been

investigated explicitly under conditions of decision uncertainty

and shown to modulate activity in the ventral striatum (and the

thalamus and red nucleus as also found in response to our tar-

gets of the avatar–human face pairs; Volz et al., 2003). Filoteo

et al. (2005) suggest that the caudate head might be involved in

switching between potential category rules used to establish cate-

gory membership, while Grinband et al. (2006) found activations

highly similar to ours in their study of categorization ambigu-

ity, and they suggest that the ventral striatum signals adjustment

of the represented categorical boundary in order to minimize

errors.

Medial temporal lobe structures (responsive to human tar-

gets) are involved in processing novel and familiar stimuli, novelty

detection, and uncertainty coding (e.g., Stern et al., 1996; Stark

and Squire, 2000; Rutishauser et al., 2006; Vanni-Mercier et al.,

2009). MTL is thought to encode and retain individual category

instances of novel stimuli (Poldrack et al., 1999; Seger and Cin-

cotta, 2005) and to facilitate further category-related processing

of features by other systems including the basal ganglia (Meeter

et al., 2008). Given our paired presentation of similar human

and novel avatar faces, it is noteworthy that processes of novelty

detection in the hippocampus are considered to entail process-

ing of the deviation of actual sensory input from expected input

(e.g., Kumaran and Maguire, 2006). This would be consistent

with the notion that the processing of our human targets was

strongly guided by representations of the preceding input from

the avatar primes. The hippocampus is involved in visual cate-

gorization and perceptual learning, while impaired processing of

faces is found only when both hippocampus and perirhinal cortex

are damaged (Graham et al., 2006). The perirhinal cortex played a

clear role in response to category change between human primes

and avatar targets. The perirhinal cortex appears to be critical for

object memory, contributing to resolving complex visual discrim-

inations and those of high ambiguity (Bussey et al., 2003) when

both novel and familiar stimuli share visual features (Barense et al.,

2005).

Consistent with its role in decision making under conditions

of category processing and uncertainty (e.g., Volz et al., 2003;

Hsu et al., 2005; Grinband et al., 2006; Heekeren et al., 2008;

Fleming et al., 2010), we expected the anterior rather than the

mid-insular cortex to be responsive to category change. The mid-

insular cortex was responsive to human targets. The role of this

region in the present study and generally (Wager and Feldman

Barrett, 2004) is not clear. The mid-insular is responsive to affec-

tive ambiguity, anticipation of emotionally aversive visual stimuli,

and to physical pain (Simmons et al., 2008), this reflecting the

processing of negative expectation particularly in the context

of pain (e.g., Petrovic et al., 2000). Our participants were not

exposed to noxious stimulation, but similar neural mechanisms

are thought to mediate the experience of pain and feelings of

personal discomfort (Price, 2000). Right mid (Lutz et al., 2009)

and anterior insula activity (Critchley et al., 2002) is also asso-

ciated with measures of arousal (heart rate and galvanic skin

responses). Given the suggested role of prediction error pro-

cessing, Paulus and Stein (2006) proposed anxiety mechanism

is interesting. Applied here, the deviation between the expected

arousal state on the basis of the avatar prime and the actual

arousal associated with the unexpected human target might be

interpreted as signaling the presence of uncertainty, threat, or

potential threat. Uncanny-related arousal and discomfort is sug-

gested to be rooted in mechanisms of threat avoidant behavior

(MacDorman, 2005a; Green et al., 2008). Interestingly, Gray and

Critchley (2007) and Wager et al. (2003) associate mid-insular

representations with a threat-related component and avoidant

behavior. Alternatively, arousal and mid-insula responsiveness

to category change may be more closely related to the role of

the right anterior insula during category processing in marshal-

ing attentional resources to enhance performance during cat-

egorization under conditions of uncertainty (Heekeren et al.,

2008).

In exploring additional brain areas otherwise associated with

affective processing, the amygdala was found to be responsive

to category change in avatar–human face pairs. The amygdala

is responsive to natural and computer-generated human faces

(e.g., Todorov and Engell, 2008), humanlike but unnatural faces

(Rotshtein et al., 2001) novelty, uncertainty, unclear predictive

value, and ambiguous valence (e.g., Phelps and LeDoux, 2005;

Herwig et al., 2007; Levy et al., 2010; Neta and Whalen, 2010).

Whether and how appraisal of affective valence (and prospective

outcomes in terms of potential threat or reward) contributes to

category processing is not clear, though prospective outcomes are

thought to interact with and bias processes of perceptual cate-

gorization (Heekeren et al., 2008; see also Gupta et al., 2011). In

view of the different responses of the striatum and MTL in this

study, Seger and Miller’s (2010) suggestion is interesting. They

propose that the amygdala might play a role during category pro-

cessing in altering the balance between the memory systems of

these two regions depending on the affective meaning of a sit-

uation. For example, modulation of the amygdala might reflect

its involvement in processing of novel category information in

conjunction with the MTL and enhancement of attentional and

memory processing of the novel avatar primes (Kleinhans et al.,

2007). Alternatively, the amygdala might have been responsive to

the “unexpected” category of the targets (i.e., the human faces;

Roesch et al., 2010).

This investigation demonstrates that the definition of the DOH

in terms of the degree of object similarity to human appearance

does not reflect the way in which human likeness is subjectively

perceived along this dimension. The forced choice categorization

task showed that there is variation in human likeness within the

human category,and the perceptual discrimination task confirmed

that processes of CP and associated representations of the DOH’s

category structure influence the perception of human likeness.

Given the inconsistent findings in “uncanny” research to date,

careful definition of the category boundary especially in studies
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using morph continua is therefore important. It is likely that mech-

anisms associated with category processing and the representation

of human likeness also influence affective experience. For example,

increased uncertainty in forced choice category decisions might

be associated with discomfort (assuming that Mori’s hypothesis

is correct), though any discomfort need not be limited to the

non-human side of the category boundary along the DOH. The

present behavioral findings suggest that the general conception

of the DOH should be revised. As Mori did not embed his ideas

in any psychological framework, we suggest that his hypothesis

should be considered in terms of the well-established psycholog-

ical empirical–theoretical framework of category perception and

learning. This could prove useful in examining where along the

DOH negative or uncanny experience is most likely to occur for a

given set of stimuli and in throwing light on the potential role

of categorization ambiguity in evoking negative affect. It is of

course possible that any association between category ambigu-

ity and negative affect is not specific to humanlike stimuli along

the DOH but is a more general feature of category ambiguity

itself. The framework set out in this study could also be applied to

other fields of related research to understand how variously real-

istic humanlike characters influence in association with category

ambiguity for example the experience of presence (i.e., immersive

experience) in virtual reality (e.g., Brenton et al., 2008), audience

persuasion and identification with fictive characters in narrative

(e.g., Cohen, 2001), communication in educational virtual envi-

ronments (e.g., Fabri et al., 2004), or consumer trust in electronic

commerce (e.g., Bauer and Neumann, 2005). For example, greater

category ambiguity might enhance attentional processing of the

human or non-human-specifying perceptual features of digital

human representations, and this might render it less likely that

a person responds to the character as if it were in some way

real, experiences identification, processes the media content as

the designers intend, or develops a sense of trust. Using this

framework, the fMRI study showed that different brain regions

are responsive to the direction along the DOH in which there

is a change in the category of observed objects (i.e., avatar-to-

human or human-to-avatar). This appears to reflect the impact

of differences in category knowledge for avatar and human faces.

Re-examination of this effect in the context of category train-

ing and experience with avatars might throw more light on this.

Replicating the behavioral findings of this study with a larger num-

ber of participants and with stimuli presenting biological motion

(see Chaminade et al., 2007; Saygin et al., 2011) would reinforce

our findings. Whether there are gender differences remains to be

investigated.
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